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Anfinsen's cage 

"We suggest that the role of the protein we have purified is that of a 'molecular chaperone' 
which prevents incorrect ionic interactions between histones and DNA". So wrote Ron Laskey 
and colleagues, in 1978 1, of nucleoplasmin, a nucleosomc assembly protein in Xenopus laevis. 
At the same time they unwittingly provided the moniker for what would become a large, 
ubiquitous and vital class of proteins, none of which would be related, at least structurally, to 
nucleoplasmin. Now, nineteen years later, we are treated to the atomic resolution structure of 
one of the largest chaperones (or, more precisely, chaperonins) - GroEL in complex with 
GroES and ADP2 - as well as mutational\ and cryo-electron microscopic• (Fig. I) analyses 
of this folding machine. 

To avoid forming a hopelessly tangled mass of protein spaghetti, in vitro reactions are car
ried out under conditions where the unfolded protein is dilute ( Iµg ml-1 to I mg ml-1 ), limit

ing interpolypeptide aggregation, and the temperature is 
low (- 5 °C), attenuating hydrophobic interactions. In 
the cell, neither condition is met: the nascent or unfolded 
protein is exposed to relatively high temperatures (for 
example, 37 °C) and high concentrations (200- 300 mg 
rnl-1) of proteins (and other macromolecules). This latter 
is exacerbated both by 'molecular crowding', where space 
is excluded by the volume of the surrounding proteins, a 
phenomenon that would be expected to further increase 
macromolecular association constants, and by the con
centration of nascent protein itself, which may be as high 
as -35 µM;. 

Nevertheless, despite the early success of in vitro pro
tein folding experiments, Chris Anfinsen and colleagues 
had recognized the possibility that folding in the cell 
might be more complex when they noted that "another 
large molecule (for example, an antibody, other protein 
or possibly even the same protein) could influence the 
folding process by intermolecular interactions"6• But, 
history records, neither Anfinsen nor anyone else had the 
foresight to act on these prophetic words. 

Fig. 1 Allosteric interactions both within and between the rings in GroEL play a 
vital role in the folding cycle of the chaperonin. Indeed, each GroEL ring is in 
equilibrium between two allostric states; tense (T). with low affinity for ATP and 
high affinity for non-native protein, and relaxed (R) with high affinity for ATP 
and low affinity for non-native protein. Saibil and colleagues<, use uyo electron 
microscopy to analyse the structural changes that underlie these allostric states. 
The results can be seen in their molecular movie of the complex at http://struct
bio.nature.com. 

The study of molecular chaperones emerged from the 
convergence of a number of different - and apparently 
unrelated - fields of study, a record of which is left in 
the names of the chaperonins. One field, bacteriophage 
genetics, is revealed by the labels GroEL and GroES. 
Phage A development could be blocked (at the point of 
assembly of the dodecameric 'head-tail connector' ) by 
mutations in the gro (growth) genes of the Escherichia 
coli host, and the first compensatory mutations were 
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mapped in the AE genes of the phage, hence the designation groE (ref. 7) (L and S stand for 
large, -58,000 M,, and small, -10,500 M,, subunits respectively). The pseudonyms hsp60 and 
hsplO (for GroEL and GroES respectively) reveal a second area of endeavour, research into 
the heat shock response, that yielded vital insights into the function (which, as it turned out, 
was much more fundamental than merely a response to stress) of the chaperones and chaper
onins8, as well as providing an easy route to the identification of many of their number -
although not all stress proteins are chaperones. 

The GroEL/hsp60 proteins were christened chaperonins9 because of their unique location 
in eubacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts (compared to the hsp70 family of chaperones, 
which have a ubiquitous distribution). They consist of two heptameric rings stacked back-to
back, the basal end of each providing a central partition, generating two discrete cavities in 
teh complex. GroES, sometimes referred to as a co-chaperonin, forms a single heptameric 
ring that can cap one or both cavities. The TriC (TCP-1 ring complex, where TCP-I stands for 
t-complex polypeptide- I) family of chaperonins, in contrast, are found in archaebacteria and 
the eukaryotic cytosol, and consist of eight- or nine-membered double rings. 

The chaperonins (and chaperones, in general) are not folding catalysts, such as protein 
disulphide isomerases or peptide prolyl isomerases which both accelerate the slow steps in 
specific folding reactions. Rather, they are defined as "proteins that bind to and stabilize an 
otherwise unstable conformer of another protein - and by controlling binding and release 
of the substrate protein, facilitate its correct fate in vivo, be it folding, oligomeric assembly, 
transport to a particular subcellular compartment or disposal by degradation"5• 

The chamber formed when GroES caps one of the ends of the GroEL double ring is 
thought to provide a space - the so-called Anfinsen cage10 - where the folding reaction can 
proceed safe from the vagaries of the cellular environment. Folding assistance is not merely 
passive, though; the complex goes through a series of dramatic nucleotide-powered gyrations 
that drive the formation of the native state5• This latest structure from Sigler and colleagues 
captures one of these gyrations, in the form of the GroEL-GroES- ADP7 complex. It should 
be noted, though, that the structure has been presaged by elegant cryo-electron microscopic 
studies of the complex in various stages during the folding process 11 • Nevertheless, what 
could only previously be inferred about the atomic details of the folding chamber are now 
revealed. 

The uncapped, trans ring (which is thought to be the acceptor state for the polypeptide 
substrate) is very similar in structure to unligated GroEL. The volume of the trans cavity is 
-85,000 A3, which is estimated to be large enough to accommodate (at a pinch) a protein of 
-70,000 M, (although others have suggested that -20,000 M, is a more realistic estimate for a 
hydrated, globular polypeptide). Of course, the volume of a partially unfolded protein is 
greater than when properly folded. In the absence of the GroES cap, the substrate protein can 
protrude from the GroEL chamber but it is unclear whether this is a functional state in chap
eronin promoted folding, given that GroES obviously cannot bind. The cryo EM and X-ray 
crystallographic studies2•11 reveal a series of concerted shifts of the apical and intermediate 
domains of the GroEL monomers, driven by binding of both GroES and nucleotide to the cis 
ring, that underlie the change in shape of the cis cavity - widening and elongating it. It's vol
ume increases to - 175,000 A 3, over twice that of the uncapped trans chamber, a volume that 
can account comfortably for the chaperonin's known proclivities for substrate. 

Hydrophobic residues implicated in binding the unfolded substrate, which in the trans ring 
protrude into the cavity, are buried in the cis ring, either in the interface with GroES or 
between the individual GroEL subunits. Indeed, the conformational changes radically alter 
the lining of the wall, from one which is predominantly hydrophobic to one which is pre
dominantly hydrophilic. The substrate would thus be released into the Anfinsen cage, to con
tinue folding, with the hydrophilic lining promoting the burial of hydrophobic residues2•11• The 
preservation of the inter-ring interface transmits and converts the en bloc movements of the 
equatorial domains of the cis ring into complementary movements in the trans ring, opposing 
GroES binding and thus explaining the mechanism of negative allostery between rings2•11• 

Horwich and colleagues3 demonstrate, in a series of elegant biochemical experiments, that 
ATP binding alone is sufficient to trigger folding in the cis ring, and that its hydrolysis in the cis 
ring weakens the GroEL-GroES-nucleotide association, priming the complex for release of 
GroES. This, together with the observation that ATP binding in the trans ring is also important 
for eviction of the ligand (and GroES) from the cis side suggests why the structure is 
formed from two rings, rather than just one. These studies of the chaperonins provides 1 
an apposite illustration of how structural biology and biochemistry can feed off each l~. 
other in the quest for illumination. Lets hope that the recent DnaK/hsp70 chaperone 
structures12•13 will be equally inspirational. 
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